
Antistatic

Slip resistant

Dimensionally
stable

Example 
dimensions:

60 x   90 cm
60 x 180 cm
60 x 270 cm

90 x 120 cm
90 x 180 cm
90 x 240 cm

Special dimensions and colours
available on request!

Higher performance, reduced
loss of working hours and 
fewer accidents through nitrile
workplace mats!

LÖW nitrile workplace mats

The new nitrile work mats are extremely robust
and wear-resistant, and resistant to industrial
acids, alkaline solutions and oils. They can be 
cleaned with all common detergents or steam 
cleaners.

Flattened edges prevent tripping and facilitate
passing over with hoist-trolleys. Let yourself and
your staff be convinced by the numerous advanta-
ges of the nitrile mat.
You may test it free of charge for 14 days.

You won't find a more risk-free investment!
Simply fill in the fax form overleaf and send 
it off.

Prolonged standing on hard surfaces, be it at a work
bench, an assembly line or other assembly workpla-
ces, puts strain on the leg muscles and on the spine.
In the long run, this can lead to health-related absen-
ce from work or even inability to work. You should
therefore take preventive measures in good time!

Through their elasticity, the new nitrile rubber mats
ease the load on the joints and ensure improved 
circulation of the leg muscles. One day's absence
saved, and the mat has already paid for itself.

The flat-topped nap surface ensures a comfortable
and safe position and reduces the risk of slipping. Workplace ergonomics 

Standing 
healthy and

safely

You should insist on it



to common industrial acids, bases and oils.
• hard-wearing
• 3 years warranty
• elongation at fracture according to 

DIN 53504     500 %
• wear-resistant according to DIN 53516      150 mm3

Thermal influence
-15° bis + 80°, short-term to 600° possible
Optional: B1–fire-retarding

Free 14-day test! Fax: 00 49 60 61 - 27 42

Dimensions and weights Material

Resistance

LÖW nitrile workplace mats

Please send me the nitrile work-
place mat for 14 days free of
charge and without obligation 
(60 x 90 cm).

Please send me further 
information:

Safety wooden duckboards

Further workplace mats

Work chairs

Warehouse and operating equipment

Please send me the LÖW sales
folder with the complete 
standard range.

LÖW Workplace ergonomics
Bahnhofstrasse 34
D-64720 Michelstadt/Odenwald
Tel.: 00 49 60 61 - 27 41
Fax: 00 49 60 61 - 27 42
e-mail: loew-ergo@t-online.de
www: loew-ergo.com

Please send me a quotation for
the following dimensions:

Dimension

Company

Contact, department

Street

Town

Telephone/Fax

e-mail

Quantity

61 + 91 cm +/- 2 %
3800 g, +/- 100 g
Bevelled edges 

Black nitrile rubber
Thickness 14 mm, bevelled edges
Available in all RAL colours, e.g.
yellow, blue, green

Electrical resistance 10 Ohm
Tensile strenght 12.0 MPa

Workplace ergonomics
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nitrile workplace mats from LÖW!
They all like             


